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From Mike Sapsard, our U3A Dacorum Secretary 
 

The Committee’s intent was to publish an Autumn 

Digest in November; but due to costs and the sparsity 

of information on meetings and activities, we decided 

that ‘little and often’ would be a better way of keeping 

in touch with a simple, occasional Newsletter. So here 

it is; the first of hopefully not too many Newsletters. 

We sent a survey to all coordinators (and a similar one 

to all group members) to ask how they felt about 

restarting meetings. The consensus was that there is 

very little appetite for meetings, other than outdoor 

and Zoom meetings, until things are safe again (and 

when risk assessments are available)  
 

That means that for the foreseeable future we 

will not be holding other meetings. 
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We also sent an email or letter to all members explaining what 

the Third Age Trust required us to do to keep our insurance 
valid. Hopefully everyone read it and now understands our 

limitations.  
 

‘Social distancing’ means that the safe seating capacity of halls 
is reduced. For example, our most-used hall, St John's, at 

Boxmoor, says that without wearing face coverings the double 
hall (without the partition) now has a maximum capacity of 

only 23 instead of the normal maximum of 85. This will have 

cost implications once we are able to re-start. 

A further complication is that many halls are seeking to pass 

their responsibilities for cleaning and sanitation to the hirers, 

and expecting coordinators to carry out the work is something 
we are not allowed to accept for legal reasons, nor wish our 

coordinators to do for practical reasons. 

 ‘Safe again' for many people means that we might have a 
working vaccine, and social distancing in halls will no longer be 

necessary; but, until we reach that point, many groups will not 
have the momentum to start again.  

To help members, TAT have produced a Q&A YouTube video, 

a document: '7th August Advice for Restarting Interest Groups' 

and a check list. All of these may be found at https://
u3adacorum.org/?page_id=3512."  

Until restrictions are eased, the only U3A group meetings we 

allow are those online via Zoom (or similar) and outside 
groups that have been specifically approved by the Group 

Liaison Officer on behalf of the committee. This is because the 
rules set by the Third Age Trust must be followed to preserve 

our insurance during meetings. 
 

Interested in Zoom? then contact secretary@u3adacorum 

(tel: 01442 212368) for a trial session.    

And read more about the ‘technical’ ramifications on page 4 ... 

 

 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

The AGM is on Monday 7th September 

via Zoom (no speaker). 

Lines will open at 10:00. Formal start is 10:30.  
We still have vacancies on the Committee as 

only two nominations have so far been 

received. The deadline for postal entries has 

passed, but if you wish to stand for election, 

you will be able to do so at the AGM.   
 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Thursday 17th September  

Monthly Meeting, at 2.00pm (also Zoom) 

Speaker: Paul Robbins 

You stupid Boy! A lookback at Britain's 

home Guard during WW2 
 

Meeting opens at 1.30 

River Gade - Photo by Jenny Thirlwell. 

Since the Spring Digest, there have been 

several group changes … 

Closed Groups: 

Bowls is suspended until further notice 

Guitar Workshop has closed 

Religions has closed 

Changes: 

Contemporary British History is now 

Modern British History (space doesn’t 
allow the longer name!)  

Painting for You is now run by Althea Jones 

New group: 

A Cappella  singing group, coordinator 

Vivien Calcutt;  Contact 07914 021694 

https://u3adacorum.org/?page_id=3512
https://u3adacorum.org/?page_id=3512
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Group Reports  
 

It is good to hear of the many groups who are experimenting - 
learning and accepting new ways of communicating. Some groups 

are now using various online methods of holding web-based 

meetings, or are sending their members links to various activities, 
ballet, film, music, opera and theatre performances etc. which are 

available online.  
Others are setting quizzes, having discussions …  

You don’t need to be a member of the group but could join in if 

interested - all U3A members are welcome to join in.  
And learn to use ‘Zoom’! I must say I found it difficult at first ... 

After comparing some of the available applications, the committee 
has purchased several ‘Zoom Pro’ accounts to support the groups 

moving online. Contact the coordinator if you are not sure what is 
happening with your group.  

These are some of the groups which have reported that they are 

holding ‘Zoom’ meetings: Card Making; Folk Singing; Japanese; 
Latin; Military History; Music and Opera groups are sending their 

members details of online performances. Others may follow ... 
For the AGM a special Zoom has been purchased for the occasion. 

Mike Sapsard tackled the detail but it is a package that makes it 

possible for several hundred people to join in!   
If we get a good number of folk joining we will plan more Zooms 

(for Monthly meetings - which may not, in future, always be on 
Monday mornings). 
 

Exploring London                           Carol Gissing  

Unfortunately we cannot envisage any walks for this year or early 
next year. Unless it is essential, travelling to London is not to be 

recommended and social distancing on the walk is impracticable. 
Until we can resume, thanks to all our supporters and please all 

keep safe. 
 

Italian Language and Culture Lorna Grimes 

We have been meeting fortnightly via ‘Pro Zoom’. One positive 

aspect of Zoom meetings is that people can join in wherever they 

have internet access, and in some cases this has been people on 
holiday or those in the North of England. We have had to move 

away from our usual language activities such as grammar practice, 
YouTube watching and PowerPoint presentations. We now resort  

to storytelling, peoples' news, some simple language research and 
sharing activities.  

The aim has been to practice what we know and to develop and 

maintain some sort of fluency, at the same time enjoying face to 
face contact.  

It's not perfect but better than nothing. We are successfully 
keeping the group together and look forward to better times when 

we can meet in a more live social setting. 

 

Music Miscellany    Maureen Bird 

We really don't know how the covid-19 problem is going to work 

out and how long we will continue our online meetings. Our plan is 

to follow the style of our St Francis’ Hall meetings.   
There will generally be one presentation each month, by our 

members, to make a programme. Our mailings will go out every 
four weeks on what would have been our meeting days: 19th Nov, 

7th Dec; in 2021; 14th Jan, 11th Feb and possibly 11th March. We 

will re-assess this early in the New Year. 
Originally our plan was that all our on-line listeners should 

contribute to our weekly listings. If you would still like to do this, 
send me details and I will put them in a ‘Futures Pending’ file to go 

out on one of the 2021 dates. No particular themes involved. 
I've really enjoyed putting the Suggestions Lists together over the 

last four or five months. I do hope that you'll ‘stay tuned’ and  

enjoy our offerings in the coming months. Keep well and stay safe, 
as always. 

Whist     Jean Hunter 

I have been in touch with all my players to tell 
them that I will not be hosting whist in my home  

in future, nor do I want to be the coordinator. 
Maybe there is someone out there with a large 

enough room to house 8 players (2 square 

tables). Not necessarily one of our regular 
players, but maybe someone new who would like 

to play. First Sunday in the month has been the 
regular day. I am happy to advise, hand over a 

table, playing cards and score cards. I have a 
register of 11 players; always handy to have a 

couple of extra as not everyone is able to come. I 

have squeezed 3 tables into my room but that 
has only happened about twice in 9 years. 

Otherwise it would mean sharing a hall with other 
groups and sharing expenses, or closing 

altogether. 

 

My Heart’s Desire 

Oh Chocolate you are my heart’s desire, 

Your creamy sweetness music to my soul. 

My every fibre hears the joyous choir 

Of taste buds as they sense profiterole, 

Or Dairy Milk in shiny purple wrap, 

Or Galaxy or Mars or Toblerone 

That separates to pieces with a tap 

For me to savour when I’m quite alone. 

 

 

And what, you ask, does this fulfilment cost - 

Can my desire be sated every day? 

The gain in weight, the slender waistline lost, 

Or diabetes or yet tooth decay. 

But baggy clothes and dentists can prevent 

The o’er indulgent image I present.  

by Jane Campbell             

And a PS: If you have any comments/suggestions 

about this Newsletter - good or bad - please email 

editor@u3adacorum.org 

One of our members - Mary Anderson – has 

asked whether there is anybody interested in a 

group for severely sight-impaired people. 

Mary's eyesight is bad and she operates her 

computer with Dolphin's Guide Connect. https://

yourdolphin . com/en-gb/products/individuals/

guide-connect.  

Mary would be interested to know of any other 

members with loss of vision who might be 

interested in exchanging information and might 

also use Guide Connect.  

If you can help, please email Mary: 

ma.anders@guidemail.co.uk or telephone her on 

01442 866295. 

http://e.groupspaces.com/click/9kynk-4l97e-2n38ig0vdf?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyourdolphin.com%2Fen-gb%2Fproducts%2Findividuals%2Fguide-connect
http://e.groupspaces.com/click/9kynk-4l97e-2n38ig0vdf?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyourdolphin.com%2Fen-gb%2Fproducts%2Findividuals%2Fguide-connect
http://e.groupspaces.com/click/9kynk-4l97e-2n38ig0vdf?u=https%3A%2F%2Fyourdolphin.com%2Fen-gb%2Fproducts%2Findividuals%2Fguide-connect
mailto:ma.anders@guidemail.co.uk
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Looking across the valley, from Felden,  

by Laura Rouse 

More Moments of Clarity  

(contributed by Tim Thompson) 

The weather person is the only person that I know, that can be wrong 99.9 % of the time 
and still have a job the next day.         -  Johnny Carson 

 

Wood burns faster when you have to cut and chop it yourself.          - Harrison Ford 
 

I've been married to a communist and a fascist, and neither would take out the garbage.            
         - Zsa Zsa Gabor 

 

As I sat, strapped in my seat waiting during the countdown, one thought kept crossing my 
mind ...  every part of this rocket was supplied by the lowest bidder.       -John Glenn 

 

America is so advanced that even the chairs are electric.  - Doug Hamwell    
 

I'm not a paranoid, deranged millionaire. I'm a billionaire.    - Howard Hughes 
 

After the game, the King and the Pawn go into the same box.        - Italian proverb 

Laugh with us … 

With the broad theme of using names that 
come back and bite: 

At the time my grandma was living in an 
upstairs flat. She’d been out for the day.  
When she came in, my mother asked her how 
her day had gone. 

"Fine," she replied, "Oh, I met Mrs Snooty on 
the bus. She seemed very nice." 

"You didn’t call her Mrs Snooty did you? 
That’s not her name, we only call her that 
because she acts in such an aloof way!” 

A very embarrassed grandmother!   

                (from Peter Morgan) 

Editorial        

A rather bleak prospect awaits us all, I’m 

afraid. But let us hope that normality may 

return in the not-too-distant future. 

This ‘newsletter’ format - hopefully only a 

temporary measure - is a replacement for the 

Digest, and the first in what may become the 
norm for some time. Nor will it be published in 

the ‘normal’ Digest frequency, but probably 

only when there is enough to report. [possibly 
6-weekly? - we’ll see …] 

To try to preserve some normality in this new 

format, I’ve included some photos and a few 
of the usual ’creative’ pieces - hope you like 

them. 

‘Economy in all things’ as I used be told as a 

child! 

 Barbara Egglesfield 

Six Best Doctors in the World: 

    1. Sunlight 
    2. Rest 
    3. Exercise 
    4. Diet 
    5. Self Confidence 
    6. and Friends 
Maintain them in all stages of life and enjoy 
healthy life. 

The older we get, the fewer things seem worth 
waiting in line for. 
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Zoom:  Mike Sapsard writes ... 

It is much more than watching people on TV and the social side is much stronger than we first realised. Some 

members now prefer Zoom meetings because they had difficulty travelling to ordinary meetings. Some comments 

from members:  

John Larkin: “I have used Zoom regularly at least 3 times a week for months now and think it’s easy and really 

reliable. I recommend newcomers to get the app, register (so much easier) and look at the Zoom website where you 

will find short easy-to-follow instructions. My tips would be to set up in a quiet corner not with the window or bright 

room light behind you and observe your own image to position your head close to, and near the top; if using a 

laptop or tablet lift it up a bit on a box so we don’t look up your nose! Go on - try it - you’re missing out on some 

great sessions. We have up to 20 on ours”.  

Sue Hexter: “I coordinate a reading group and we have used Zoom fortnightly, thanks to Mike’s support. Of our 

membership of 14, six or seven members generally take part in our meetings. The other members said right from 

the start it wouldn’t be something they would want to do. The Zoom format works well for us. As coordinator I try to 

make sure each participant joins in the discussion, watching for clues on the screen that someone wants to say 

something and inviting them to speak. It’s great to still be able to chat to one another and, apart from the 

occasional technical hitch, we all enjoy using Zoom. Mike has helpfully re-scheduled our slot when I have needed to 

change the timing due to holidays”. 

Barbara: [Ed] “I was really very tentative about using Zoom, but got the hang of it fairly soon. Initially, my son 

helped with a 15-minute one-to-one session. You do need to practice a few times before you really ’get it’ but it is 

great to see other faces and talk to one another. And see inside other people’s homes, too!”.  

Chris Watson: “Language groups seem to work well via Zoom. Both the Japanese and Latin groups use Zoom 

successfully twice monthly. I’d be happy to be contacted about how we operate those groups on Zoom”. 

How to Get Online and ‘Do Zoom’: 

Of course, email and basic IT skills are essential - though I know quite a few of you reading this will not yet 

have these skills. Could you, perhaps team up for a few friendly words of help from someone you know? 

One way, known as broadband, is via a PC, laptop, tablet or a phone using a direct line or cable connection to a 

provider like BT, Virgin, or even your supermarket. I use John Lewis! A regular phone line connection, or a cable 

connection for Virgin, is required and is always part of the deal. There will be a line into your house and a box 

(router) from which you run a cable or use your own local Wi-Fi connection to your device.  

Another way is with a modern mobile phone or a tablet that connects to your provider’s internet connection 

directly via a local Wi-Fi mast and transmitter. No other equipment is required. You need a device and a contract 

with a mobile phone provider. The device, whether phone or tablet can be part of your contract, or you can own it 

outright and just buy the connection.  

Changing provider is no big deal and you can take your existing BT phone number with you. All internet connections 

pass digital data to and from your device, and this data rate must be adequate to allow you to browse the internet 

and join in your Zoom meetings.  

Equipment:    

Mobile phone solutions depend on having a good signal where you live. If you buy a phone and you can’t get an 

adequate signal then you have to change provider. So you need to make a good Zoom service at your home a 

condition of sale, which may be problematic. We have also noticed that some phones provide very jittery 

performance during meetings, and they have to be powerful enough to receive and send video simultaneously. 

Contracts that include phones start at about £20 per month. However, their data allowance is limited.  

A Zoom meeting can use about 2.5Gb per hour, and we have seen people drop out of meetings as their data 

allowance expired or their battery flattened. Consider a data allowance of at least 20Gb per month if you plan to join 

one Zoom meeting a week. The Which? Magazine website identified Zen Internet as the best buy broadband 

provider, with adequate speed and unlimited data capacity for about £35 per month and £20 setup fee, and it 

includes the router to which you connect your device with a Wi-Fi link.  

You still have to buy a device and a laptop is attractive because it has a camera, loudspeaker and microphone built 

in. When it comes to selecting a PC, it can be quite a minefield. We have two Committee Members using old donated 

PCs, updated with a non-Windows operating system, that work quite well on Zoom. Looking through Which? Tests, it 

seems that their marks may incline people to feel they need more expensive laptops than are really necessary. My 

advice would be set a price, such as £300, £400, etc. and look for the best below that line.  

Any questions? - I suggest you email Mike -  secretary@u3adacorum.org 


